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About This Game
Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Golf Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer golf trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct answers
lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and aim for
higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and completing
all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.
Features:
3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)
250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions
Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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This is a very narrow recommendation. This also contains spoilers. A few direct ones, others less so. If I could give it stars, it
would be a 2.51/5. This is a story with a lot to say and for the most part it says it very well. It is concise, without overstaying on
any one point or topic. It actually focuses so much on being direct and straightforward that sometimes you might wish it actually
spent more time on certain topics. However, despite interesting and diverse characters, relevant, important and simply good
topics and overall great quality in story telling, it is severely let down by a lack of main character agency, garish and caricaturestyled art, and its price.
The good is that, as I said, it tells its story very well and very concisely. There is no lack of understanding of where your
character is, what you're doing and why you're doing it. It doesn't muddle its content and its characters are presented in a unique
way to complement their uniqueness. Each one is diverse and for the most part present, none of them losing their grounding.
Even the most over the top character (Bryce) manages to come off as a real person going through some very real issues. The
decision system is made very well and has a good impact on the story. Coming from a history buff and someone who enjoys
watching and reading about various historical battles and moments, the battles felt simple but good. There were no crazy
decisions leading to a crazy victory but actual logical choices that made sense in the context of their situations. There are a few
stretches here and there but the world does just enough of a good job to make them believable. The main character is a very
interesting character to me. It is a character I have had no experience with playing or reading about and brought some very
interesting points and moments and their inner monologue does a very good job of showing their struggle and insecurity without
going overlong or getting repetitive. I never felt like I just wanted to click through to skip the conversation. The relationships
with the other characters also develop in a good way, obviously putting more emphasis on the ones you choose to interact with
or even romance and, at least for the romance I picked, I felt like their connection was real if a little rushed. Then again, making
it through a harrowing campaign to come out the other side of the meatgrinder might have that effect.
There are bugs however, or I hope they are bugs because at least they would be excusable. There are moments and certain lines
that appear that don't have any connection to the actions you have taken and the current event, almost acting as if you made a
different decision. There are also more than a few misspellings or just very cumbersome word choices that stand out.
The story is short. Far too short. Especially given the price point. It took me 6.6 hours to do my first play-through with only a
minor amount of replaying because I died the first time. It spends next to no time with its set up, instead preferring to reveal
most of the background over the duration of the game. That is fine in this case because it's done fairly organically. You get the
important information and some side information for good flavor as it is relevant. The problem comes with most, if not all of
the setting of the game, being very poorly and inadequately explained. You are a citizen of an allied kingdom, currently fighting
for a different king because of an old tradition of allowing your people to learn and train with your allies for everyone's benefit,
but the current king is using your people for unjust and fake wars. The current king has also usurped his crown from the
previous king who may have been a tyrant but the current king may also be a tyrant and his son may also be a psycopath. The
problem with the setting alone is that it is simply just speculation, and this is the directly relevant setting. Things are very poorly
explained, especially to or by a character that is supposed to be well aware of these things. To a degree you are supposed to
make your own inferences but it's all so muddled that it feels more like trying to guess the color on a piece of paper in an almost
pitch black room.
While we're on the story, there are many many other issues. There is magic in this game and the game never bothers to explain
who its main users are, what kind of training they go through or what its impact on the world is. There is a semi-modern level of
technology too (at least by historical standards. I would say a mixture of 1400s and 1900s technology) where you have fairly
modern looking troops and fairly lightly armored troops fighting in a medieval style. Gunpowder exists and exploding or
shrapnel mines exist but no cannons or guns. There are constructions that hint to a bigger, more advanced world but the game
doesn't even bother to gloss over that and promptly blows it up. It doesn't feel grounded in any way. Where the characters are
present and real the setting is a mixture of a 6 year old-fantasies and equally well explained. There are many many many such
cases. What are the clerics? Why are they clerics? What are the gods, how many are there, why is the important god important?
Why do we meet her if we die? Why is she seemingly important but then we get to meet her? And so on.
There are also multiple story ideas and threads that the game very boldly pulls up and then immediately drops completely
unresolved. No explanation about a major magical ability of the archamges that can literally drain soul essence, or how the
clearly possesed crown even came to be or what is happening to it, or how you, the person who spent the entire time proving to
yourself that you can lead, actually tried to rule. The game makes you a queen and voila. Happily ever after (in my run) and end
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of story. The game also brings up current topics like gender identity but brushes it off as "it's all I ever knew so I'm
comfortable". That is literally the opposite of gender identity understanding. I love that it made me think about these things but I
hate how it went on about it.
And finally, the game is $20 too expensive. The art style is bad. Very bad. The non-CG character screens are better quality than
the CGs and they are caricatures to the point of being off-putting. If this ever goes on at least 80% sale, it would be worth it.
The story is ridiculously short though I understand that there are choices. The problem is, one playthrough was enough to have
enough. Ultimately this game is severely let down by a lack of grounding. The characters are good, the story brings very
interesting moments and points to the table and it leaves them there to go instead and make fridge drawings.. Recommended
only on -50% or higher sale.
Not too bad, but it has its issues.
The gameplay is the usual driving around, driving around and picking powerups and completing missions.
It feels a little bit like Carmageddon, in terms of graphics and car behaviour, in both good and bad.
The car physics aren't exactly realistic but they are passable. Graphically the game is about 2003 level (game was released in
2009) so nothing really to write home about. Enemy AI is almosr braindead, with tendency to either follow the optimal driving
line, or suddenly make a 90 degree turn on a straight piece of road and smash into the wall, and turn back the way it came. The
player car seems to have about one gear which limites the car speed to a more manageable level (read: very slow.).
The opponent car performance is identical to yours so this makes chasing down enemies a challenge as the boost only gives you
a small speed boost which is barely noticeable. The few zombies waddle about slowly about, In the open world section, there are
some AI drone cars running around the tracks, you get pickups like boost fillups, damage amplifiers and repairs and collect
artifacts (money). The mission location is indicated by a blip on a map and a tall pillar with particle effects. Missions give
money and unlock more missions and car upgrades.
The missions are usual demolition pit races, protect an objective, solo checkpoint races or chasing down enemies trying to reach
the beforementioned points, and of course, normal races around a track. Some of these are timed, but fortunately it is possible
to retry them as much as you like. The races take place in main map so there is not too much variety to the gameplay.
But it is not a terrible game. Just a little barebones for €9.99.
I got this as a part of Humble Bundle so it didn't set me back much at all.. Paranormal Teens, in my opinion is below average
when it comes to quality for a visual novel on Steam. That being said its not all bad so I still recommend you give it a try if you
are interested.. best time waister ever. While short and to the point, this game hits a lot of the right notes. I liked the various
endings that keep you guessing as to which might the "true" ending (if there even is one). I can easily see this game being
expanded into a multi-hour VN, but for now its more of a short story that leaves you thinking afterwards. Any fan of
thrillers\/mysteries should play this game to help with a small craving.. It's a twin-stick style co-op shooter with an emphasis on
multiplayer.
I could imagine it'd be ok in a lan scenario, but overall it's just too unpolished and simple to hold your attention for long.
. This "game" really scratched an itch for me. It's basically watching creatures evolve in a controllable environment (lots of
variables).
It's crashes a lot though... Overall, this is a good route if one like american freight. It has a lot of atmosphere. However, like
most of the U.S. freight routes in TS, this is mostly linear single\/double line traffic, slow freight, and after a while, it becomes
repetitive and a bit limited operationally.
The route tends to be a bit laggy unless one have a powerful computer. Provo and Helper are nicely detailed, other areas of the
route in between these two points looks sometimes a bit bare (bare hills without trees, with only a short "corridor" of details kept
closer from the line).
I don't like the "advanced" braking script of the SD40T-2 and GP9 (it is so laggy that it is behaving erratically)
The GP9 seems to have an issue with dynamic braking (no "whinning" sound when switched on, and the dynamic braking start
almost immediatelly without the expected delay)
It would have been nice if more of the Utah Railway line toward Mohrland coal mine had been included in the route, rather than
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just Martin Yard. Utah railways engines and rolling stock as optional DLC would have been nice. For now, the SD40-2 repaint
available on Railworks America will have to do.
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this game suffers from lousey game design, which I guess is now to be expected of all Adventure Time games?
list of problems I had:
Combos don't mean anything
enemies are programed weirdly
enemies are often weirdly obscure (most appearing in one singluar episode)
there's no real loot in the game making chests and money useless
most spells are movement based, making it so that you can't attack
Finn has no range for his attacks. A different kind of cinematic hacking simulation.
Like the classic game Uplink, this is a "hacking" game where you play as a hacker as interpreted by pop culture. But instead of
the cinematic style of being an elite hacker of anarchy in trenchcoat, typing console commands rapidly with flowing green text
on black background, in this game you play as investigator working in an intrusive cyber crime law enforcement agency.
Sure, you'll spend some time on some simplified magical console command, but you'll spend your time more in the ingamewindows-mockup, browsing with pretend-internet-explorer, checking your suspects' blogs, tracking paper trails of drug
transactions and who uses which bank account. Hacking is a tool, the important thing is knowing what you need to get that arrest
warrant. If you need to gain access to a site to get it, then you use your magic console command.
So far for me this game feels both simple and complex. You'll overthink things and underthink things. The user interface feels
strangely both overly simple and overly complex, using your magic console command to gain access to sites you're not meant to
both feels too simple and feels too much busywork.
But either way, this is a quite a unique and satisfying game, where you do feel like an investigator in some corny Law and Order
cybercrime spin-off, trying to track someone who's stealing the all city's IP Address using their GUI ICQ HTTP. I'm fully
expecting to encounter a site with spinning skull animation later on.. Terrible, not what was described. Wonky and broken
controls along with not being fun to play. Very repetitive and I forget I even own this game. I only have a bit of time on it and
I'm already bored of it. This game would only be worth it if it was $1-5. Why is the VR application quitting itself and repeating
that it says it is already running despite I clicked once?. This game stinks. If you have a choice between a stick in the eye and
playing this... go with the stick. I can truly say I gave this game a number of chances, but it is horrible.. There's several problems
with this program that makes it NOT worth spending time. The graphics are bad bad bad. The PDF manual seems to be written
by a person with a bad understanding of the English language. The logic is faulty, for example you can only lay track in one
direction or else it will be crooked and then you have to go into a properties box to straighten it out. There's lots of other bugs
and too many "manual" work-arounds. The game maker must ask: what is a computer good for? Because as of now, it's not good
for this game. Don't waste your time.. As I am a constant player of this kind of games since I've discovered the genre long time
ago, I'm now searching and enjoying three things during the action play : storyline, graphic concept and puzzle dificulty.For the
first two subjects Eventide can easly get a ten.For the puzzle dificulty level I can say that it is a "sunday afternoon" game and
can be easily played on hard mode with a 100% achievements gained in 3-4 hours by anyone.Overall yes, I recommend and I
will for sure play the sequel.. Good concept, terrible execution. Beat detection is a core gameplay element and is implemented
so poorly that the game is often unplayable.
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